Dolphin Day
I dream of their wet and slippery,
smooth and oft skin. I hear their squeaky
voices surrounding me. I feel warmblooded heartbeats pounding through
their bellies. I dream of dolphins in the
deep blue sea.
Did you know dolphins can do many
things? Believe it or not, dolphins can stay
under water for 16 hours. We can’t even
stay under water for one hour. They have
16-18 pairs of teeth so they eat a lot of
food, like fish. Some dolphins use squeaky
noises to communicate. Dolphins are as
loveable and intelligent as people.
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Digestive System
MMMMM...
My saliva is the D.J. to the dancing journey.
When my teeth bite into a snickers candy bar, my
taste buds are being electrocuted by the
goodness of it.
First, they do the electro-slide down the esophagus.
It’s a tube that is 25cm long.
Next, they do the worm in the stomach, which has
smooth muscles.
It mashes and pushes it.
Then, they spin like a ballerina down into the small
intestines which have twisted tubes that are 7
meters long.
Finally, they head bang down the intestines and
leave the body.

Written by Haileigh (fourth grader at Wilbur Wright Elementary)

Digestive System
MMM... When burrito touches my mouth, my
taste buds just go spinning. It makes my mouth water over and over again. The saliva starts mixing and
mixing to get my burrito on its way through the digestive system.
Did you know that the esophagus is the next
way it goes? The esophagus is 25 cm long. The it
goes to my stomach. It mixes with juices. Then it
slides right into the small intestines. Did you know
that the small intestine is seven meters long? Finally it makes its way out through the waste.
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